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special study arose. The first group was able to follow the
printed lines better, and to pronounce all the words, but
was not much interested in what the stoiy was about. The
second group was keenly concerned with the content of the
reading material but did not recognize words or follow the
lines as well as the first group.
A number of other experiments have indicated the superi-
ority of the look-and-say and the sentence or thought methods
over an exclusive use of the phonetic method.13 It is possi-
ble by too much concentration on phonics or, in fact, forma*
drill of any kind, to divert the child's attention from the
meaning of the paragraph and to rob reading of its interest
and pleasure. Since reading ability ultimately depends upon
interest and pleasure which insure independent outside read-
ing, any method which makes the reading process mechanical
and fatiguing, and identifies it with school alone, is unde-
sirable.
A quiet place to read at home or at school, visits to farms
or harbors or other fascinating places which stimulate chil-
dren to record and then read about these experiences, a table
or shelf of interesting easy books and children's magazines
through which to browse in leisure time, a chart with each
child's name and the books that he has read during the term,
occasional reading tests, oral reading in an audience situa-
tion, bulletin boards and posters, and a graphic record kept
by each child to show the progress he is making in rate and
comprehension — all these devices aid in developing reading
ability in the first three grades. Specially prepared reading
materials in which comprehension is continually checked are
useful in some school situations.14
Oral reading now takes its place as one of the social activ-
ities of the school instead of as mere drill in reading. Chil-
dren read orally to give pleasure and entertainment to
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